DUBTIK
The Original BTC mining coin, Hold DUBTIK,
Earn BTC

https://www.dubtik.com/
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Ideology
Cryptocurrency Token, aim to develop the world in terms of green renewable Mining of
bitcoin.
DUBTIK a Block chain-based crypto token with concept in the revolutionized world,
where DUBTIK will eliminate block chain mining hurdle from the globe by initiating AIbased Hydropower resource system required for extensive mining of Bitcoin currency. DUBTIK conveys development light forward and glad to be the pioneers and are eager to
feature the new use cases that this will empower. We will impart our vision to the world: the
principal auto-guarantee BTC reward component.

Because of the pandemic, many have lost their positions, so everybody needed to
discover a method of acquiring from home. "Trading & Mining" was a simple choice for all, in
any event, for those not appropriately prepared or taught to exchange particularly
cryptographic money prospects subsidiaries exchanging. This prompts calamitous loss of
assets because of high unpredictability.

Individuals who don't approach the information vital for crypto exchanging have lost a
lot of assets in the 2021 crypto crash. The vast majority are humble crypto merchants who
think that it is simpler to get to exchanging applications on their cell phones yet they don't
have a decent information on Mining algorithms. So our answer isn't just giving crypto trading
and advancement in block chain yet in addition we are aiding individuals in terms of colossal
BTC rewards by just holding our token. Doing this will benefit our holders from both sides,
BTCB rewards in their wallet and reward of holding our token as we are encouraged to
achieve our $Dubtik high price targets in every quarter of year gradually with marketing and
community goals.

Holding Methodology
An analysis of trading-platform data shows that 80% of day
traders are unprofitable over a year, with the median loss of
over -35%. Why not adopting HODL Strategy?

As the Covid pandemic’s development has smoothed out digital assets and crypto’s
fame in 2020, standard acknowledgment of the developing cryptocurrency industry doesn’t
appear to be far off any longer. Cryptocurrency futures derivative trading are one of the
rights now-famous bearings liable for this, and should surely not be overlooked.

For the most part, crypto derivatives these days are a fairly uncertain instrument, with
the only objective of delivering a capital increase or misfortune requiring almost no capital.
They’re questionable in the cryptocurrency industry, having administrative specialists over
and over call attention to the dangers of value control in crypto markets.

In the middle of April 2021, the Cryptocurrencies absolute market capitalization
– Including Bitcoin – fell by a staggering $310 billion, from a pinnacle of $2.2

trillion. This addresses a 14% crash in the Cryptocurrency market value. As a result,
exchanges offering crypto futures liquidated $10 billion worth of positions, surpassing
the previous record of $5.77 billion registered on Feb. 23, 2021, according to Bybt.
Almost 927,000 merchants were affected because of the accident .

Description
Dubtik, is the revolutionary reflection based cryptocurrency of its type awarding holders
in BTC. It is a decentralized platform to bridge the gap between cryptocurrency and fiat
currency and to bring the benefits of the crypto world to the everyday person. Based on the
Binance smart chain, Dubtik Coin is proud to be the world's most authentic and trustable Yield
Generation token to reward its holders in BTC. Not stopping here, Dubtik is establishing a new
standard in DeFi Tokenomics with its innovative and game-changing Token distribution
strategy. Dubtik is intended to be held, but it benefits investors during periods of anticipated
cryptocurrency volatility. With a tax system that is the same inside and outside the country, all
price actions will result in the same rewards but you know what? The more community we will
grab, more trading will become in operation for Dubtik. Due to this, rewards and Dubtik price
will increase evidently.

“Strategy Belongs to Dubtik”

Mission & Vision
Block chain innovation is gotten and kept up with by a huge organization of universally
appropriated PCs to tackle progressively complex computational issues. Here Dubtik is
entering this red ocean market with much advancements of renewable energy and virtual
mining facility to all holders worldwide with the ease of remote location. Our mission is to
develop the crypto world that much accessible that anyone can achieve its milestone of mining
by becoming a part of us.

RoadMap
Q1 2022

Q3 2022
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Q4 2021
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Transform
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Website & Social Media



Increase Marketing



CMC & Coin gecko





Advanced Marketing

10 Million Holders

Release


White Paper Release



200000 Telegram

Private & Pre-Sale Starts



Listing on




PancakeSwap V2


500 Holders



1 Million MCap




Mining Starts

Million




New Top Exchange List



Market Cap: 50 Billion



DUBTIK DEX Launch



DUBTIK Marketplace

Market Cap: 500

Coin Audit

10 Million MCap


100000 Holders

5000 Holders


be the World's Largest
Community

members

listing





Mining Rewards


NFTs

“$Dubtik believes in future”

Tokenomics & Rewards
6% BTC

3% fee on

Reward on each
transaction

selling all tokens

4% Dubtik

4% BTC

Liquidity Pool
(Buy Back)

mining fund

Anti - Whale System Activated
Token Allocation Methodology
(Anti Dump & Price Spike Strategy)
Burn on launch
(50%)

Pre-IDO
(3%)

Pancake Swap V2
(5.5%)

Monthly Burn Wallet
(10%)

Marketing Wallet
(5%)
IDO
(9%)

Total Supply
(16 billion $Dubtik)
100%

Locked
(12.5%)

Dev Wallet
(5%)
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Research
Figuring out how much usage is a ton of is an eccentric request interlaced with talks
around our requirements as the overall population. Utilization of non-environmentally friendly
power asset is definitely more than sustainable power asset in digital money mining. Request
of the mining of Bitcoin and other cryptographic forms of money including Ethereum, Litecoin
and Monero has raised stresses over its turn of events and scale. The second benchmarking
study evaluated the usage of the super six monetary forms some place in the scope of 52TWh
and 111TWh every year (Carter, 2021). Regardless, the new examination doesn't give an
update to these figures or any improvement since that time.

As indicated by the new exploration of University of Cambridge, Hydro power plant
could power the whole bitcoin mining network multiple times with 4164 TWh power
(Cambridge, 2017). Biofuels and waste could control it by multiple times with 577 TWh and
sun based, wind can control it by 12 times with 1405 TWh

Dubtik Mining Tracking Application
$Dubtik aims to extend its mastery and information into growing minimal expense
efficient power energy fueled hybrid system for block chain mining tasks. We are
exploring another progressive plan for a crypto mining ranch framework based on
enhancing the artificial intelligence system in mining to grab and identify complete
statistics of countries and their needs.
It is helpful for the extractor to neutralize significant deficiencies in mining and can
become helpful in cost-benefit analysis. Based on this system, countries will be able to
clearly see and analyze their crypto mining farms anywhere in the world planted by
Extractor’s team. Many of the countries are not able to setup mining algorithms based on
renewable sources because they don’t have it. With this intelligence system, entire digital
based AI system will be injected that will be helpful in efficient analysis.

Growing Rewards
Transparency

Virtual Mining
Support

Visualization
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